If you are using paper forms today, you are facing a number of challenges. Redundant data entry and scanning forms into your EMR is inefficient, costly and error-prone. Often, data that is captured on paper is not validated until it is transcribed into a software application or database. The amount of forms alone means it may take days or weeks to get your data into a computerized format acceptable for reporting and analysis.

Convert your paper forms to a more robust, e-forms workflow for a true paperless environment with Logical Ink®. Logical Ink is an electronic charting solution for tablets that combines the intuitiveness and mobility of a pen/paper interface with the power of digital ink and electronic forms. With over 99% handwriting recognition accuracy and powerful validation at the point of care, you’ll eliminate the errors and costs associated with illegible handwriting and duplicate data entry. We provide real-time data collection, enabling critical business decisions to be made more quickly. With enterprise-level security, audit trail and HIPAA/FDA compliance, Logical Ink is ideal for healthcare environments such as acute care facilities, IDNs and critical access facilities.

Key Benefits

• **Eliminate errors** from illegible handwriting, redundant data entry and scanning

• **Receive “electronic paper”** versions of your forms through captured form images, structured data, and original ink strokes

• **Easily integrates** with any HIS, EHR or database

• **Embraces mobility** and natural workflow so caregivers can stay bedside – critical to patient care and safety

• **Save costs** by eliminating paper, storage and printer

Quality Mobile Healthcare Documentation Solution

Logical Ink® is a mobile documentation solution for healthcare that utilizes digital ink, an interactive forms platform, and powerful validation rules.
**Why Bottomline?**

For more than 20 years, Bottomline has been focused on software applications that optimize document-driven processes. As a result, Bottomline possesses both the proven solutions and the tested domain expertise to deliver consistent customer value and significant return on investment.

As a leader in document processing automation, Bottomline solutions have been successfully installed in more than 9,000 organizations around the globe.

**System Requirements**

For complete details on the hardware and software platforms required and/or supported by Logical, please contact a Bottomline sales representative or email info@bottomline.com.

---

**Key Features**

- Intelligent and interactive forms that support digital ink and highlights required data
- Active validation at the point of care, color ink annotation for emphasis and discrete data entry

**Integrates into the Healthcare Enterprise**

Enterprise-level integration with your HIS system and ECM through industry standards to provide real-time demographics and vitals

**Clinician and Patient Friendly**

Natural interface that is simple and easy-to-use with no learning curve

**Mobile Devices**

Supports any tablet device

**Secure and Compliant**

- Supports industry standards HL7, CCOW and CCD
- Secure and compliant with HIPAA and 21 CFR Part 11 regulations